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About This Game

Samurai of Hyuga is a brutal, heart-pounding interactive tale. Prepare to enter the land of silk and steel, where fantasy clashes
against grim reality, and where the good guys don�'t always win in the end. It�'s a harsh world with tough choices at every turn.

Good thing you�'re the toughest ronin around.

"Samurai of Hyuga" is a 135,000-word interactive fantasy novel by Devon Connell, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

A bodyguard, an assassin, a savior. Become all those things and more! Will you be able to change your ways and protect those
around you? Or will you succumb to your bloodthirst and become the ultimate manslayer? Will you find love, or lust? Will you

adopt a code of honor, or do whatever it takes to win? Can your spirit survive against your own demons?

Combat, drama, and so much more await you in the first book of this epic series!

 Become a badass ronin, a master manslayer, and reluctant bodyguard for hire!

 Join with your spirit animal to take on mythological oni!

 Face down your own demons in this dramatic, unforgettable adventure!
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 Over 140,000 words of interactive fiction!
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I've been following choice of games for a longtime and these hosted games are putting them to shame. While they worry about
inclusiveness and twenty odd genders to include, these guys are creating stories that get you hooked. And hooked I was.

The only complaint I have is: Get rid of the the anime style pictures on steam and choice of games website. It's the only reason I
didn't buy it before steam. I was expecting some weebo♥♥♥♥♥♥ not a dark a gritty story that I couldn't stop playing.

. So... Fresh off of my first read-through, and my first review in forever.

Where do I start with this one? As far as stories go, SoH is very, very well written. Choices invoke thought, dialogue has a few
very nice jokes within, and overall it is a tale very much worth reading, and a story I would very much recommend to a lot of
people. When I was gifted this I wasn't exactly sure what I was getting myself into, but holy hell am I glad I read it through. I'm
not going to say too much about this, mostly because I believe the best stories are ones you experience blind, but if you're even
thinking of giving a shot: do so. It's only $5, and while it may not be considered a "game" by the terminology of most of those
on this platform, it very much deserves being called as a fantastic story that you'll have trouble putting down until you reach the
end. It's short, unfortunately, but the well-crafted story and amazing writing more then make up for it.

-K. "Masami and I made a quit exit;". This is some good♥♥♥♥♥♥loved it! And i want MORE!!!!. All i can say is SHUT UP.
SHUT UP SHUT UP. The dialogue choices are the stupidest, nonsensical choices ever created. SHUT UP! I wish i can slice this
author up the way the main character does. SHUT UP SHUT UP SHUT UP SHUT UP SHUT UP!!. Coming into this I was
expecting something like Way of the Samurai but text based. What I got instead wad the most gripping, perfect story I've been
privileged to play through in far too long. You absolutely must play this game. It isnt very much so buy it. Trust me, you will get
hooked. A fantastic Eastern flavoured samurai tale with just enough of a blend of the familiar and the new, I thoroughly
enjoyed this game.. I loved the writting style and the manacanics, Simple put its well worth the money in my opinion.. One of
my favorite from choice of games, this one has it all. The stat system is interseting compared to the usual affair, and the story
and characterts are pretty likeable. Im defiantiely interested to see where it goes. Maybe just because im a sucker for samurai
and ronin, but this game is pretty dang good.
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Hey...that was pretty good ;). I'm not so good at english, at first I was like..."oh text everywhere" but it's not a problem at all!
well..sure I take some(?) times to finish but all worth the money. (The story still stuck in my head I wish to go wild without
worry about Attunement..). Hey...that was pretty good ;). This game seemed well written, verbose and all.
But the choices and story just didn`t seem interesting to me. Cool you can choose if you are male, female, your love interest and
if you try to be a muscle head or a sneaky ninja fighter... but it all sort of makes the story feel meaningless. If I can choose all of
those, why don`t I just go downstairs, leave the story to do something else - and get the Jigsaw achievement.. hi i would like a
refound for acouple of games i bought i thought they would be different but one is about reading and the others graphics are
crapy i have not played them but once two see how they were and tottaly did not like them so if u would please refund me my
money i would be most pleased thank you my email is moemoe1509@gmail.comand my my name is maureace garton please
help me i made a mestiek thank you. quot;Masami and I made a quit exit;". Definitley worth $3.99. It's a fun game to play while
you wait for a bigger title to come out. I found the story to be really entertaining, with tough choices and characters that you
actually care about. Recommended!. The game that introduced me to text-based RPGs. I love every part of it.
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